Mu DNA replication in vitro: criteria for initiation.
An in vitro system for investigating Mu replication nd transposition using film lysates has recently been described (Higgins et al. 1983). Under most conditions examined, little or no replication initiation takes place in vitro. The data are consistent with Mu specific replication forks being initiated in vivo, and completing but not reinitiating a round of replication in vitro. Since Mu DNA replication is from left to right, an excess of right end sequences compared to left end sequences are replicated on the film lysates. Two conditions reported to specifically decrease Mu DNA replication in vivo ( Pato and Reich 1982) were assessed for their effects on in vitro replication. Protein synthesis inhibition in vivo drastically decreased Mu specific DNA synthesis both in vivo and in the film lysates. However, temperature-sensitive (ts) A cells (A ts) incubated at the non-permissive temperature gave increased Mu synthesis at the permissive temperature in vitro. These conditions result in preferential mobilization of Mu specific forks, equal replication of the left and right end sequences of Mu, and meet minimal criteria for Mu replication initiation in the Ats lysates. The results are consistent with the Mu A protein limiting the initiation of Mu replication in vitro.